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Genius racing wheel with gear shifter

Genius - Genius MUL567 Speedwheel, 3 MT USB, 1 year warrantyAn stock with the supplier. No inventory in supplierscompare Images and descriptions are for reference purposes only and can be changed without notice. RELY ON THE ABOVE DESCRIPTIONS, NOT THE IMAGES. Mul567 Genius
MUL567 Racing Wheel with gearbox (Racing / steering wheel) is available from Laptop Direct and is sold as new from our gamer hardware range of products. For reference purposes, the R477 price is valid 2021-01-06, and while stocks last, it can be valid until 2021-01-31, but this is only a guide. Prices
can be changed without notice. The final price is only quoted. T&amp;C logs on. &amp;E&amp;OE. Laptop Direct. You are viewing products that are in the game hardware category. Important information: Keep your specifications different between models. The features, options, and add-ons shown below
this paragraph are not included in this product unless it is listed in the description above. Please remember these important points when reading the information below this paragraph: Operating systems cannot be removed or modified, monitors are not included in computers, free Antivirus and Office
software are trial versions or may have limited features and an additional license to activate the entire product is required. Genius MUL567 Racing Wheel with Gearbox (Racing/Steering Wheel)Genius MUL567 Speedwheel, 3 MT USB, 1 Year Warranty Review: Vibrational feedback racing wheel with
gearbox 3 mt Compatible with PC gaming system for all your favorite racing games Vibrational feedback functions to feel all bumps, car handling and collisions as in real life! The rubberized wheel feels great in your hands. Mini stick included for changes to the action buttons display on the front panel to
change the horn or display, just like the real driving experience. Mt (manual gearbox) speed stick up/down 4 gearbox buttons behind the wheel provide an advanced driving experience. Four suction cups provide great stability Wheel speed 3 mtvibration return racing wheel with gear shifter Time to put
control in your hands! The speed wheel 3 mtracing wheel is so realistic that once you wrap your arms around the rubber-coated steering wheel and experience intense vibrations, you'll feel like you're really on the road! The sequential rod gearbox is mounted on the wheel to play racing games either in
(automatic transmission) and mode (manual gearbox). With 14 programmable buttons that include 4 gearbox buttons behind the wheel and 2 mt stick buttons, you can easily set up more of the hot keys needed in racing games. Mini stick is turned on for eye changes; Speed wheel 3 mt has four suction
cups to keep you stable when you get excited and the acceleration and braking pedals make your driving experience real. Players, start the engines! © owners and owners of the brand for 2015 This table was carefully researched and generated by Laptop Direct CC however, errors and omissions may
occur. Only references to South Africa apply. All products are purchased in South Africa from official suppliers and the guarantee is a guarantee from a local supplier. &amp;E&amp;OE. This table and the content of our site can be used provided that this notification and link remains intact and unchanged.
Specifications Product CodeMUL567 Port USB OS Support Windows7/Vista/XP/Linux Button Number 14 Mini Stick 1 Speed Changer YES Foot Pedals YES Vibration Feedback YES , ©2015 Laptop Direct CC Subscribe to our newsletter &amp; stay up to date Pole position with Genius' Speed Wheel 3
MT. This feedback enhanced race wheel will make you feel like you are in the cockpit of a race car. A rubber-coated wheel will feel comfortable in your hands, even during a hard turn. The mini-stick for display changes is placed where it can easily be manipulated with the right thumb. The sequential
gearbox on the right side of the wheel can be used in manual or automatic transmission mode. Or you can use four gearbox buttons behind the wheel for greater control. If you're going to use the switch buttons, you can use the gear lever as a handbrake. The sliding-resistant floor console provides a solid
braking and acceleration platform. The ultrarealized ControlThe Genius Speed Wheel 3 MT has a high-performance steering wheel with sequential rod transmission, 14 programmable buttons as well as separate brake pedals and foot acceleration for a true automotive racing experience! Vibration
feedback technology With advanced vibration feedback technology, feel every bump, bank and curb with an outstanding fidelity.Comfort Rubberized Wheel keeps your hands comfortable during long racing sessions. The USB Connectivity Genius Speed Wheel 3 MT has a USB 2.0 connector for high plug
and game compatibility and convenience. Is the information for this product incomplete, misleading or inappropriate? Let us know about it. Does this product have an incorrect or missing image? Send us a new picture. Are these product categories missing? Add more categories. Racing Wheel vibrational
feedback with Gear Shifter Speed Wheel 3 MT Compatible with pc gaming system for all your favorite racing games Vibrational feedback functions to feel all bumps, car handling and collisions like in real life! The rubberized wheel feels great in your hands. Mini stick included for changes to the action
buttons display on the front panel to change the horn or display, just like the real driving experience. Mt (manual gearbox) speed stick up/down 4 gearbox buttons behind the wheel provide an advanced driving experience. Four suction cups provide great stability Speed Wheel 3 mtvibration Feedback
Racing Wheel with Gear Shifter It's time to put control in your hands! The speed wheel 3 mtracing wheel is so realistic that once you wrap your arms around the rubber-coated steering wheel and experience intense vibrations, you will feel like you are on the road! The sequential gearbox of rods is
mounted on the wheel playing racing games either in (auto-transfer) imt (manual gearbox) mode. With 14 programmable buttons that include 4 gearbox buttons behind the wheel and 2 mt stick buttons, you can easily set up more of the hot keys needed in racing games. Mini stick is turned on for eye
changes; Speed wheel 3 mt has four suction cups to keep you stable when you get excited and the acceleration and braking pedals make your driving experience real. Players, start the engines! Overview This product is very easy to use I Love It Wed, 5 December 2018 | Review: Munashe m Awesome
Wheel Guys.... I just like Did this review come in handy? Yes (2) | No (6) My review Sun, 1 Seed 2019 | Review: Frederickdpro Steering Wheel Doesn't Have a 180-Degree Turn Have This Review Been Useful to You? Yes (0) | No (0) This is from Stone Age Sat, 21 Dec 2019 | Review: Isaki D I bought
this thing and I regret it. I was supposed to go to the G29. It does not vibrate (tested in American Truck Sim and Euro Truck Sim | other games like WRC7 do not see it!), it is not seen by many games. The center of spring is too rigid and sounds clunky when centered. I think this only vibrates if you're
playing '80s tetris. It's only ideal if you just want to use the steering wheel instead of the controller, but it's plastic-ky too. He's sliding off the table if you drag or drag him too much.... All in all, I give him a zero of five Was this review useful to you? Yes (0) | But (0) My Review Sat, May 16, 2020| Review:
Muhammad A no review Was this review useful to you? Yes (0) | But (0) © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries it's time to put control in your own hands! The speed wheel 3 MTRacing Wheel is so realistic that once you wrap your arms around a rubber-coated steering wheel and experience
intense vibrations, you'll feel like you're really on the road! The sequential rod gearbox is mounted on the wheel to play racing games either in AT (Auto-Transmission) and Manual Transmission mode. With 14 programmable buttons that include 4 gearbox buttons behind the wheel and 2 MT Stick buttons,
you can easily set up more of the hot keys needed in racing games. Mini stick is turned on for display changes; The Speed Wheel 3 MT has four suction cups to keep you stable when you get excited and the acceleration and braking pedals make your driving experience real. Players, start the engines!
Compatible with the PC gaming system for all your favorite racing games Vibration feedback works to feel all the bumps, car handling and collisions like in real life! The rubberized wheel feels great in your hands. Mini stick included for changes to the action buttons display on the front panel to change the
horn or display, just like the real driving experience. MT (Manual Gearbox) Gear Stick Up/DownPort: USB OS Support: Windows7/Vista/XP/Linux Button Number: 14 Mini Stick: 1 Gearbox: YES Foot Pedals: YES Vibrational Feedback: YES YES
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